Oncology Awards 2018

Congratulations!
Awards

**Experimental Oncology**

Dr. Carol E. Cass  
2018 AMA Medal of Honour

Dr. John Lewis  
2018 BioAlberta Scientific Achievement & Innovation Award

**Medical Oncology**

Dr. Anthony (Tony) Fields  
2018 Dr. Jill M. Sanders Award of Excellence in Health Technology Assessment

Dr. John Mackey  
2018 Fellow of the Canadian Academy of Health Sciences
Awards

Medical Physics

Dr. Nicola DeZanche
2018 ISMRM “Outstanding Teacher Award”

Palliative Care Medicine

Dr. Ceinwen Cumming
Psychologists’ Association of AB Excellence in Clinical Supervision Award

Dr. Allison Chabassol
2018 Canadian Society of Palliative Care Physicians Resident Research Award
Awards

Radiation Oncology

Dr. Ericka Wiebe, Dr. Jill Turner, Amy Driga, Ashley Ayume
2017/2018 TBCC Team Award for Innovation – OASIS Program Team
Graduate Student Awards - 2018

- Alberta Cancer Foundation Graduate Studentship – Amirali Bukhari
- Alberta Innovates Graduate Studentship – Laura Lee
- Andrew Stewart Memorial Graduate Prize – Cody Lewis
- Antoine Noujaim Scholarship – Ceri Hughes, Wisdom Kate, Shayla Mosley
- Catharine Judgdutt Memorial Graduate Scholarship for Excellence in Cancer Research – Clara Fallone
- China Scholarship Council Award – Xia Xu
- CONACYT Scholarship - Linares Cruz, Abigail
- Izaak Walton Killam Memorial Scholarship – Cody Lewis
- John and Rose McAllister Graduate Scholarship – Amirali Bukhari
- Kidney Foundation of Canada Graduate Scholarship – Brennen Dobberthien
- Li Ka Shing Sino-Canadian Exchange Award – Huachen Chen
- Mary Lewis Imrie Graduate Student Award – Daniel Krys
Graduate Student Awards - 2018

- NSERC Graduate Scholarship – Clara Fallone, Cameron Hough
- NSERC Vanier Graduate Scholarship – Denis Ferguson
- Oncology Graduate Achievement Awards – Mahsa Alaee, Clara Fallone, Saket Jain, Zahra Shire
- President’s Doctoral Prize of Distinction – Clara Fallone, Cameron Hough, Laura Lee, Denis Simon Ferguson
- Profiling Alberta’s Graduate Students Award Round – Gawon Han
- Prostate Cancer Canada Next Gen Studentship – Douglas Brown
- Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Award – Braden Chow, Daniel Krys, Marcus Litchfield, Andrew Locke, Courtney Mowat, Joanne Smith, Quinn Storozynsky, Kevin (TheMinh) Vo
- Roozen Award - Choi, Daniel (Won Shik)
- Shantou Scholarship – Jiesi Zhou
- Sir Frederick Banting and Dr Charles Best Canada Graduate Scholarship – Doctoral CIHR - Laura Lee
- William Herbert Young Award (ACF) – Amanda Swan
RADTH Student Awards - 2018

- ACMDTT (Alberta College of Medical Diagnostic & Therapeutic Technologists) Scholastic Award - Chad Freeman
- ACMDTT Student Leadership Award - Brooklyn Mazure
- IASLC (International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer) International Mentorship Award - Brooklyn Mazure